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Developers proposing projects involving strata renewal plans face a crystal ball gazing 

exercise. They need to predict the requirements and attitudes of the Court considering an 

application for orders implementing a strata renewal plan. The difficulty is the novelty of 

these applications, with the Court not as yet having made orders implementing any strata 

renewal plan. 

The Land and Environment Court has provided some guidance, including: 

• The Court’s published practice note - Strata Schemes Development Proceedings 

(Practice Note). 

 

• A small number of cases providing guidance with certain interlocutory and procedural 

matters, including: 

 

o SP49574 v Scorpio Holdings  

 

o SP6877 v 2-4 Lachlan Avenue Pty Limited 

 

o SP6666 v Kahu Holdings Pty Limited 

These suggest that: 

o An owner opposed to a strata renewal plan, who has become a respondent in 

proceedings concerning the plan, must comply with the Court’s practice 

requirements relating to provision of information relating to the respondent’s 

compensation claim. 

 

o Security for costs will not be awarded in favour of such owners; and 

 

o Supporting and dissident owners may, but need not be, joined as parties to 

the proceedings, i.e. as respondents, the Court having given some guidance 

as to when and how this will occur. 

A number of big questions in respect of which we still await guidance from the Court include: 

• Whether the requirements, in Part 10 of the Strata Schemes Development Act 2015 

(“SSDA”) that, in relation to a collective sale:  

 

o each owner receive “compensation value” for the lot, representing “market 

value” and generally additional amounts, including “relocation costs”; and  
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o that the price payable for all lots be apportioned among lot owners in 

proportion to unit entitlements; 

 

means that all lot owners receive the same relocation costs and additional amounts, 

whether or not they are appropriate. 

• How market value is to be determined for a lot, i.e. whether any premium value 

derived from selling all lots in the scheme to a developer is to be taken into account. 

 

• Further, whether any additional premium value derived from adjoining sites being 

held by or available to the developer is to be taken into account. 

 

• What “just and equitable in all the circumstances” means in various scenarios, the 

Court needing to be satisfied that certain terms of the plan meet this requirement. 

 

• Further, whether the Court will look to what is “just and equitable” for owners 

supporting the plan or accept that the SSDA does not require this for supporting 

owners, who had the option of not supporting the plan. 

There is still uncertainty in this area, which needs to be followed closely and needs further 

clarification from the Courts.  
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